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aw Enforcement professionals know that in order to put bad guys behind bars…
you first have to catch the bad guys. And at ADSi, we’d like to help.

ADSi is pleased to introduce DataForce Web LE, our state-of-the-art Law Enforcement
Records Management System, which continues to provide all the functions you might
expect from an electronic “filing cabinet,” such as secure and dependable record storage
and retrieval, enhancing your agencies effectiveness in the court room. However, ADSi
has raised the bar in records management, creating software that not only helps you
prosecute crimes – but can help you solve them, too! Utilizing the latest in programming
technology, DataForce Web delivers investigative power to your agency like never before.
The DataForce Search global search engine (see
below) is included as a vital piece of all DataForce
Web modules – and “Web” means you can access the
system from anywhere in the world via a secure highspeed internet connection.
Harnessing the power, the flexibility, and the
familiarity of the latest in browser technology
(PHP & “AJAX”), ADSi created the ultimate in
public safety software that will perform within the
operating system of your choice (Windows, Linux,
UNIX, Mac).
ADSi DataForce Web software can actually save you money on hardware, too,
because any machine capable of hosting a web server can likely be designated
as the DataForce Web Server, and any machine capable of running a web
browser (IE, Mozilla, Netscape, Opera, Mac’s Safari) can be designated as a DataForce Web Client. Oh yeah…no
more updating individual clients - update the server, and clients are updated automatically!

ADSi’s “DataForce
Search”Global Search Engine
Looking for something? If so, type a keyword or two into the “always-on-top”
DataForce Search box in the upper left corner of your screen and hit the “Enter” key.
Whether you’re looking for “misdemeanor,”“Mitsubishi,” or “Moon Dog,” our global
search engine will quickly find it no matter where it’s hiding – even in the body of a
narrative – and the results are hyperlinks that will take you right into the report.

Seamless Integration with other
ADSi Modules:
Stand-alone products are nice, but integration is where it’s at in this day and time. Now, Incident Searches
performed from within DataForce Web LE can be instantly plotted via ADSi’s Crime Mapping Module – see
where the burglaries are happening, in a snap. Easily attach suspect photos to incident reports and create court-
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quality line-ups using ADSi’s ImageForce Mugshot Imaging Software.
Import CAD incident info from ADSi’s CADForce software with the push
of a button, saving time and reducing duplication. And using ADSi’s
MDTForce Module, users in the field can create and submit reports from
their patrol vehicles, resulting in officers spending more time on the road…
catching bad guys.

Enhanced Print Options
Are your personnel accustomed to your agency’s forms? We thought so
– that’s why ADSi’s printed reports look just like the ones you use every day.
And for those trying to minimize paper forms, we’ve created PDF prints
that can include attached images, sketches, etc. Once created, the entire
PDF report can be saved, printed on paper, or even emailed. Records clerks
will sing your praises thanks to our predefined print schemes – check a box
and print only those forms defined as public access, media access, and so
forth…no more hand copying certain pages.

Customizable “My Desktop”
Feature
Need to see certain information each time you login? Just tell the system
what you want to see, and each time you sign-on the info will greet you.
Supervisors can see all reports needing approval, or all outstanding reports,
etc. Officers/deputies can see the last several reports they submitted, the
last several reports due, or some other configuration defined by you. And
administrators can see all arrests made overnight, all calls dispatched, and
so forth.
Plus, with ADSi’s Refresh Frequency Setting, your desktop can be updated
every day…every few minutes…or every few seconds, in fact.

“Always on Top” Case
Summary Window
Wouldn’t it be nice get a “snapshot” view of an incident
report with just a glance? ADSi’s Case Summary Window
provides just that, and is always available. The summary
automatically creates and maintains an“incident history”
detailing all changes made to a record, and a complete
list of persons involved, offenses committed, property
collected, vehicles involved, arrests made, etc. All Case
Summary entries are hyperlinked allowing quick access to
the pertinent area of the report.

ADSi’s Public Safety Products
ADSi offers CADForce for dispatch operations, designed to help coordinate field personnel
and manage resources. ADSi understands that with CAD,“downtime is not an option,”so our
CAD is designed for maximum uptime and dependability.
DataForce Web LE, ADSi’s state-of-the-art Law Enforcement Records Management System,
continues to provide all the functions you might expect from an electronic “filing cabinet,”
such as secure and dependable record storage and retrieval, enhancing your agencies
effectiveness in the court room. However, ADSi has raised the bar in records management,
creating software that not only helps you to prosecute crimes – but can help you solve them,
too! Utilizing the latest in programming technology, DataForce delivers investigative power
to your agency like never before. The DataForce Search global search engine is included as a
vital piece of all DataForce Web modules – and“Web”means you can access the system from
anywhere in the world via a secure high-speed internet connection.
DataForce Web Fire, DataForce Web LE’s companion product developed specifically for the
Fire Service, streamlining the management of all elements of your fire operations including
incident reporting, inspections tracking, training, certifications, roster maintenance,
apparatus & department inventory, hydrant records, and station logs.
ADSi also offers municipal court software, mug-shot imaging, CAD & records mapping, crime
scene photo management, electronic crime scene diagramming, mobile data applications,
bar-coding for property & evidence and inventory modules, and more.

Adherence to National
Crime Reporting Standards
NIBRS & UCR Compliant
capable
• Electronic-submission
• Growing State-compliance list

DataForce Web LE Modules Available
Incident Reporting *
• Accident
Reporting
• Alarm Billing
• Arrest Control
• Batch Reporting
• Field Interview
• Pawn Shop
• Confidential Informant
• Juvenile Control
• Agency Personnel
• Property & Evidence
• Training
• Inventory
• Traffic Citation
• Warrant Control
• Master Index System *
•
* Sample Operational Minimum

When you’re ready to upgrade or purchase new software, why not consider a company that
has been faithfully serving public safety professionals like you for more than 25 years – under
the same name, the same ownership, and the same management – A company with a proven
track record…one that delivers software on-time and within your budget. That company is
ADSi – specialists in public safety software since 1981.

History of ADSi
For more than 25 years, ADSi has supplied public safety departments with effective and
dependable software tools. ADSi has installed software in more than 100 departments all
across the Unites Sates at the City, County, State, and Federal government levels.
The secret to our success is no secret: First, we offer great software at a fair price. Second,
we support our customers every step of the way (we have customers that have been with us
for more than 20 years because we take such good care of them). Third, we listen to our
customers – as a customer, you tell us what you need your software to do, and we continually
strive to improve the software to exceed your expectations.

Application Data Systems, Inc.
1930 1st Commercial Drive
Southaven, MS 38671

800-730-ADSi (2374) ext. 2046
www.e9.com

